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Game Battle Los Angeles Screenshots User Comments Dmccnblkfx Owner Comment on
2018-08-08 11:22:19. This is really very nice article. likeOn Manager Comment on 2015-12-23
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information, I appreciate it.1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to the field of
semiconductor fabrication and packaging, and more particularly to a method of forming a wafer
having and large size image sensor elements. 2. Discussion of Related Art Integrated circuit devices
are employed to implement video capture or image input devices, including digital cameras, video
cameras, or the like, in electronic products such as cameras, televisions, camcorders, cellular
telephones, touch panels and the like. The integrated circuit device includes an image sensor having
a plurality of image sensor elements that convert light intensity, or light photons, into electrical
signals. An image sensor element may be a photodiode, a phototransistor, or a photosensor, for
example. Conventionally, image sensor devices include image sensor elements that are formed
within and on a substrate, such as a silicon substrate. In general, each image sensor element produces
an image signal in proportion to the amount of incident light. Image sensor elements produce image
signals which represent a sequence of discrete states, for example, in response to light intensity.
Image sensor devices are formed at various stages of fabrication using integrated circuits. Image
sensor devices include patterned layers formed on a semiconductor substrate and patterned layers
formed on the semiconductor substrate to form wiring structures. Conventional image sensor
fabrication requires numerous photolithographic steps, which increase the cost, time, and
complexity of integrated circuit fabrication. 570a42141b
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